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Abstract

This article investigates one of the fundamental issues con-
fronting a field that investigates quantum interaction; namely
why is it necessary? The need to investigate an interaction
using a quantum formalism is argued to arise when the sys-
tem under study is sufficiently complex. In particular, if the
system is displaying contextual behaviour then a quantum ap-
proach often incorporates this behaviour very naturally. Thus,
a way in which much of the disparte work in the field of quan-
tum interaction can be both justified to the broader commu-
nity and eventually unified is presented. The nature of contex-
tual behaviour and its relationship to nonlocality is explored.
An in-depth example investigating some of these issues is left
to (Bruza et al. 2008).

Interaction
The question of how one object can exert an influence, or
action, upon another has been one of fundamental impor-
tance to philosophy throughout its history, and since the
time of Hume has been somewhat problematic (Hume 1988;
Sedgwick 2001). However, this problem is not significant
to philosophy alone, indeed it might be argued that the very
foundations of science lie in its attempt to understand the
way in which different objects and processes can influence
one another. However, the problem is often even more com-
plicated; the object being influenced may itself be influenc-
ing the initial object in which case an inter-action would be
taking place. Interaction is very important to the scientific
method due to its use of measurement in the standard pattern
of hypothesis, prediction and testing. Indeed a measurement
can be understood as an interaction between the system be-
ing studied and a set of measurement apparati. Usually con-
sidered to lie outside the scope of a system, it is clear that
measurement apparatui must generally influence and in turn
be influenced by the system during the process of data ac-
quisition, hence an interaction occurs in this case.

The problem of interaction has been well-studied in many
fields, for example, physics unifies its notion of interaction
using the concept of a force exerted between two ‘objects’,
the effects of which are often specified as a potential. The
field of biology is rife with interactions: in ecology species
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interact both between and across species (symbiotically, an-
tagonistically, competitively etc.); in developmental biology
an organism grows through a complex set of interations be-
tween genes, proteins etc.; in medicine the notion of inter-
action often manifests itself as antagonistic and synergistic
drug pairings. Many of the current sociocultural issues fac-
ing our society manifest from the interactions between dif-
ferent societies and cultures, these problems have been stud-
ied within the framework of sociology, anthropology, inter-
national relations and politics etc.

Looking at the above examples it might be argued that in-
teraction is the key feature unifying the many disparate fields
of knowledge. However, the many different examples of in-
teraction have tended to lead a general fragmentation of the
concept itself; the constant interaction that occurs between
electrons and photons and described in physics by Quantum
Electrodynamics is not normally viewed as the same type of
thing as an interaction that gets mapped into a genetic net-
work in the field of biology. However, we might ask if this
need necessarily be the case; could interaction be understood
in some unifying manner?

This is not a trivial question, indeed the problems faced by
philosophy even in attempting to define the notion of action,
which is deemed simpler due to its one way character sug-
gest that a number of deep issues might be faced by anyone
attempting to formulate a unified description of interaction
accross disciplines. These problems are compounded when
we consider the new field of complex systems science where
much of the work investigating interaction is currently tak-
ing place.

In complex system science it is often difficult to objec-
tively separate a system of interest from interactions that it
might undergo with both measuring apparati and with other
systems. Thus, although the definition of complexity re-
mains elusive, it appears clear that a number of the systems
we might wish to study are defying the traditional reduc-
tive techniques of science. It has been argued (Kitto 2006;
2008) that rather than one absolute definition, a spectrum
of complex behaviour must be considered, with simple be-
haviour leading to the gradually more and more complex.
Indeed, the way in which we look at a system can change
its definition as simple or complex; to a geologist the rock
substrate of a forest may be incredibly complex, wheras to
a biologist it may simply provide background noise to their



study of the different species living in the forest (O’Neill
et al. 1986). To consider another example, the phenotypic
plasticity that can be exhibited by organisms during their
development (West-Eberhard 1989), suggests that it does
not always make sense to consider the genotype of an or-
ganism as separable from its environment; a different envi-
ronment may result in an phenotype so different as to be
unrecognisable from the original. In this situation, tradi-
tional scientific methodologies such as perturbation analy-
sis are open to criticism as a small perturbation may re-
sult in a very large reaction; the relevant interactions be-
have nonlinearly and hence the system cannot be regarded as
nearly separable. It has recently been proposed (Kitto 2006;
2008) that there is a general class of complex systems which
exhibit such behaviour. Generally such systems are consid-
ered to be very complex, and they have traditionally defied
the well-known reductive approaches of science such as per-
turbative theory.

Very complex systems, exhibiting what might be termed
high-end complexity (Kitto 2008), have been defined as
those that cannot be separated from their context. Good ex-
emplars of such systems generally take a dynamical and evo-
lutionary form, consider for example the development of a
biological organism, or the growth and evolution of a natural
languages, ecosystems, social behaviours and cultures.

It has been proposed (Kitto 2006; 2008) that the quantum
formalism provides very natural models of these systems.
This is because a mechanism for dealing with such contex-
tual dependency is inbuilt into the quantum formalism itself.
An explicit example of this is left for (Bruza et al. 2008) this
volume, which discusses the contextual nature of word asso-
ciations and proposes a number of test situations where the
quantum formalism might be applied to human memory ex-
periments. For now we note that quantum theory appears to
be one of the few formalisms that do not at the outset assume
a reality that can be measured objectively; the measurement
of a quantum system depends not just upon the system being
examined, but also upon the measurement apparatus itself,
and there is every reason to suppose that measurements ac-
tively influence what is being measured — even for the result
being recorded. At present, this added flexibility comes at a
price, for it is responsible for some of the most perplexing
behaviour that gets exhibited by quantum systems and has
led to the remarkable confusion currently besetting practi-
tioners in the field. Much of this confusion can be avoided
however if quantum measurement, and indeed quantum in-
teraction in general, is viewed from the perspective of high-
end complexity.

What is a quantum interaction?
Increasingly, a number of ‘classical’ systems are being well-
modelled by the quantum formalism (Bruza et al. 2007),
and with hindsight many of them appear to be systems ex-
hibiting high-end complexity. Specific examples of systems
being modelled by a quantum formalism that are likely to be
identifiable as high-end complex include:

1. Cognitive Processes, in particular, the processes of con-
cept formation (Gabora & Aerts 2002; Aerts, Broekaert,

& Gabora 1999; Aerts & Gabora 2005) and of deci-
sion making in situations of uncertainty (Aerts 2005;
Busemeyer & Wang 2007).

2. Semantics and Information retrieval (Bruza & Cole 2005;
Nelson & McEvoy 2007; Khrennikov 2007a; Bruza et al.
2008).

3. Economics, which is being increasingly modelled by dif-
ferent aspects of the quantum formalism, generally under
the rubrik of econophysics, particular examples include
(Baaquie 2004; Sornette 2003). It is interesting to note
that many of these models tend to be quantum field theo-
ries rather than straight quantum models, a point that re-
lates to the next point regarding emergent processes.

4. Emergent processes appear to be well-modelled by a
number of quantum field theories. This is of no real sur-
prise since, historically, a number of the early symmetry-
breaking models of nucleon dynamics can be thought
of as early models of emergence (Kitto 2006). More
recently, these techniques are being utilised directly to
model emergent processes that are not normally perceived
as quantum effects (Vitiello 2001; Kitto 2006; 2007;
2008).

With reference to the above examples, we can start to de-
fine a notion of quantum interaction, and to specify the way
in which it might differ from a classical interaction. It ap-
pears likely that a quantum interaction would be one where
the context of the interaction itself must be incorporated into
the model. For example, the assumption that a measurement
can be made independently of a system, without in any way
affecting the results obtained would be invalid for a system
undergoing a quantum interaction. Thus, systems that ex-
hibit high-end complexity are likely to be well modelled by
a quantum formalism, and in particular by the field of quan-
tum interaction.

In order to make the concept of a quantum interaction
clearer, we must start to flesh out the concepts of measure-
ment, contextuality and nonlocality. While closely related,
they are not at all the same, and a large amount of confu-
sion has sprung from the uncautious use of these terms. We
shall approach these terms from a brief examination of the
quantum formalism.

According to standard quantum theory1 there are two
forms of time evolution exhibited by the wavefunction,
|ψ(x, t)〉, which represents the current state of a quantum
system (in a complex, linear vector space known as a Hilbert
space, H):

1. A continuous linear evolution represented by an equation
of motion2 that occurs in all situations but that of mea-
surement, when,
1What follows is an extremely abbreviated account of the quan-

tum formalism, only what is necessary to the current discussion is
covered despite the fact that the interpretation of quantum mechan-
ics, and in particular of measurement is a highly contentious issue
(Bell 1987; Laloë 2001; Isham 1995; Peres 1993).

2The Schrödinger equation, ih̄ d
dt
|ψ(x, t)〉 = H|ψ(x, t)〉, is the

generic dynamical equation of motion for standard quantum sys-
tems. In this equationH(x) is the Hamiltonian, a Hermitian (hence
probability conserving) linear operator that can be derived from the



2. an instantaneous, nonlinear collapse occurs. After this
collapse, the system is found in one of a set of possible
states all of which are eigenvectors given by a combina-
tion of the measurement apparatus and the system itself.
The result of the measurement is probabilistically deter-
mined from the associated eigenvalue of the eigenvector.

This second form of time evolution is often called the pro-
jection postulate, and the incompatibility between it and the
first form of time evolution leads to one of the most vex-
ing problems in quantum physics, namely the measurement
problem. We shall not consider this problem in any detail
here, although the discussion at the end of this paper does
discuss some new possibilities for the quantum measure-
ment problem from the viewpoint of quantum interaction.

It is interesting for our current purposes to consider just
how this ‘probability of collapse’ is obtained. Generally,
the wavefunction |ψ〉 is written in terms of a set of basis
states {|φi〉}, which are chosen such that they correspond
well with the variable to be measured. Thus |ψ〉 is written as
a linear superposition of the basis states, with weight terms
ci, representing the contribution of each basis state to the
actual state, |ψ〉 =

∑
i ci|φi〉. The choice of basis states

is governed by the observable to be measured; with a good
choice we find that Ô|φi〉 = oi|φi〉 (i.e. the superposition is
nondegenerate) and that the spectrum of the operator repre-
senting the observable to be measured is real (i.e. the opera-
tor is self-adjoint, or Hermitian, for the choice of basis). For
such a situation, the quantity |ci|2 is the probability that the
eigenvalue oi is observed in a measurement ofO on the state
|ψ〉. Thus, the concept of measuring apparatus, and its cur-
rent state is incorporated (albeit implicitly) into the quantum
formalism.

Because of the change in dynamical evolution of a quan-
tum state (whether it be in our knowledge or in the state
itself (Laloë 2001)) it is not always possible to perform two
different experiments upon the same physical system. This
problem was first formulated as Heisenberg’s Uncertainty
Principle, but is far more general than this original formula-
tion. This is because the Uncertainty Principle results from
a standard property of statistics. Specifically for the case of
quantum mechanics, if we take any two Hermitian operators
Â and B̂, and use them to measure properties of a system
in the state |ψ〉, then the standard deviations of the probabil-
ity distributions obtained from summing the results of each
individual measurement of Â and B̂ (∆Â and ∆B̂ respec-
tively) are related by (Isham 1995):

∆Â∆B̂ ≥ 1
2

∣∣∣∣
〈[
Â, B̂

]〉
|ψ〉

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where
[
Â, B̂

]
=

(
ÂB̂ − B̂Â

)
is a commutation relation,

and the angled brackets denote the expectation value (for
the operator Ô, 〈Ô〉ψ = 〈ψ, Ôψ〉). A number of different

Euler–Lagrange equations of motion of the associated ‘classical’
system. However, there is no a priori reason to suppose that this
is the only equation that can govern the time evolution of quantum
systems, especially those not normally covered by physics.

operators in quantum theory, such as position and momen-
tum, do not commute. That is, for the case of position and
momentum, [x̂, p̂] 6= 0, rather, [x̂, p̂] = ih̄. The commutabil-
ity of operators in quantum theory is crucially important as
commuting operators are deemed to be compatible, which is
generally taken to mean that they can be measured simulta-
neously. An example of two compatible operators would be
the x and y coordinates of an electron; firing it at a phos-
phourous screen oriented on the x–y plane would result in a
spot. Hence both positions can be measured simultaneously
and we can regard them as commuting, [x̂, ŷ] = 0. If a se-
ries of electrons was prepared in exactly the same way then
they would all hit the screen in the same way, and the stan-
dard deviation between measurements of the electrons x and
y position, represented by (1), would be zero.

In contrast, a noncommuting set of operators when placed
in (1) will yield a value for the standard deviation between
measurements as greater than zero. Thus, measurements of
position and momentum taken in several identical copies of
a system in a given state will vary according to a probabil-
ity distribution dependent upon the state of the system. This
variance is given by the standard deviation between the po-
sition and momentum operators:

∆x̂∆p̂ ≥ h̄

2
(2)

which is the familar position-momentum uncertainty rela-
tion. There are a number of ways in which to interpret the
Uncertainty Relations of quantum theory. Followers of the
pragmatic statistical interpretation will regard them simply
as measures of the statistical spread in the results of making
repeated measurements of Â and B̂ upon systems prepared
in an identical manner. If one is hoping for a more realis-
tic interpretation capable of referring to individual systems
then the interpretation becomes more difficult, Bohr devel-
oped an idea that ∆Â refers to the extent to which classical
concepts are inappropriate descriptors for a quantum sys-
tem; if a system can be described by operators that com-
mute then a classical description is appropriate, if not then
a quantum description is necessary. This idea now falls un-
der the Complementarity interpretation of quantum theory,
and while it is interesting (especially as it is one of the first
interpretations to point directly to the contextual nature of
quantum theory), many researchers find the explicit dualism
of Complementarity unsatisfactory; they would like to un-
derstand just how quantum and classical systems differ, and
to have a more objective idea of when the application of one
or the other formalism would be appropriate. Heisenberg’s
original interpretation, which refers to the Uncertainty Rela-
tions as measures of the ‘disturbance’ that measuring Â has
upon any subsequent measures of B̂ is not generally con-
sidered appropriate in the quantum theory community. This
is because it is not possible to consider a quantum system
as actually having predefined values (or elements of reality)
for either operator before they are actually measured. This
result has been profoundly emphasised by the contextuality
results of quantum mechanics which we shall now briefly
discuss.



Contextuality in the quantum formalism
Realist accounts of the physical world often make the as-
sumption of noncontextuality which amounts to claiming
that if a system possesses a property (a value of an observ-
able), then it does so independently of any measurement
context. Thus, systems have traditionally been assumed to
possess “elements of reality” (Einstein, Podolsky, & Rosen
1935) independently of how those elements are eventually
measured. However, quantum systems appear to violate this
result; they appear to be inherently contextual.

Contextuality is the overarching nonclassical effect of the
quantum formalism, encompassing both measurement and
nonlocality. This term has arisen largely as a result of the de-
bate that started with von Neumann’s attempt to place plau-
sible constraints upon a hidden variables theory (von Neu-
mann 1955). This attempt was flawed, but was not gener-
ally accepted as so until Bell pointed out a fairly elemen-
tary deficiency in the proof (Bell 1966). Bell provided the
correct theorem in that paper, and a discrete version was in-
dependently provided by Kochen and Specker slightly later
(Kochen & Specker 1967). Generally, what these results
show is that even commuting (hence compatible) observ-
ables may not necessarily be assigned the status of simply
measuring variables that existed prior to the measurement it-
self. As a specific example we might consider the Kochen–
Specker theorem, which states that in a Hilbert space with
dimension greater than 3, it is impossible to consistently as-
sociate definite numerical values (i.e. the eigenvalues 0 or 1)
to every projection operator Pi in such a way that if a com-
muting set of Pi satisfies

∑
Pi = 1, then the correspond-

ing values of those projection operators (v(Pi) say) which
must be 0 or 1, must also satisfy

∑
v(Pi) = 1 (Peres 1993).

In contrast to the widely known Bell nonlocality theorem
which involves the violation of statistical correlations, this
class of result concerns the impossibility of assigning pre-
existing values to a single system. Specifically, what these
results show is that the same operator may correspond to
different observable outcomes in a different context; the pro-
jector Pi has a different meaning depending upon whether it
is measured alone, or with the projector Pj , or even with a
different projector Pk.

A projection operator is one that ‘projects’ a quantum
state onto one of its axes. By definition they return ei-
ther the value 0 or 1 (rather than a value between 0 and 1
which is more general case obtained from a standard quan-
tum operator). Thus, projectors are a special class of mea-
surement operator used in order to simplify the analysis of
quantum measurement. An explicit example of projection
operators in human semantic space is given in (Bruza et al.
2008) this volume. For a more physics oriented example
we shall discuss here the operator used to describe the spin
of a quantum particle. This can be measured using for ex-
ample a Stern–Gerlach apparatus, which consists of a mag-
net aligned in some direction (see figure 1). When a spin- 1

2
particle passes through such an apparatus, it is deflected ei-
ther up or down; of two detectors suitably placed beyond
the apparatus, one will ‘click’ (returning a 1) and the other
will not (returning a 0). Correlations between spin mea-
surements at different angles can be found, and are given

b

a
D1

D 2

θ

Figure 1: A Stern–Gerlach apparatus can be used to deter-
mine statistics about spin- 1

2 particles. When incident upon
the apparatus, particles are deflected either ‘up’ or ‘down’,
and pass through to one of the detectors arrayed behind. The
orientation of the apparatus can be changed however, and
quantum mechanics predicts a correlation between the ex-
pectation values obtained for two different orientations.

by E(â, b̂) = −â · b̂ = − cos θ. Often a set of spin mea-
surements are performed for orientations at right angles, in
which case a set of Uncertainty relations hold between the
spin variables that can be measured. In particular, for a
spin- 1

2 particle, an orientation of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus
can lead to three different orthonormal spin measurements,
through the measuring of the x, y and z orientations of the
apparatus. This results in the three different observable spin
operators Sµ = h̄

2σµ where µ = x, y, z represents the ori-
entation of the apparatus at right angles, and the σµ are the
well-known Pauli operators:

σx =
(

0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (3)

The following relations hold between the Pauli matrices:

(σiµ)
2 = 1 ⇒ |σiµ|2 = ±1 (4)[

σiµ, σ
j
ν

]
= 0 when µ ⊥ ν, i 6= j (5)

{σiµ, σiν} = 0 (6)

σixσ
i
y = iσiz (7)

for i, j = 1, 2, 3 representing the different particles, and µ, ν
representing different arrangements of the apparatus.

For the sake of those who find the Kochen–Specker theo-
rem somewhat abstract, we shall now follow a very simple
proof of this result due to (Mermin 1993) which provides
an excellent introduction to the topic of contextuality. This
proof involves thinking about a geometrical arrangement of
spin observables resulting from the measurement of three
spin- 1

2 particles, thus, this proof works in an eight dimen-
sional state space (2× 2× 2 = 8).

Ten different spin observables are considered, and the
proof consists of showing that it is impossible to consis-
tently assign an eigenvalue to all ten observables at once.
In order to construct his proof, Mermin arranges the ten ob-
servables in the manner depicted in figure 2 (simply in order
to enhance the comprehensibility of the proof). With this ar-
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Figure 2: A geometrical arrangement of Hermitian operators
(the Pauli matricies) that can be used in a straightforward
proof of the contextuality of the quantum formalism.

rangement of the Pauli matrices, it is very easy to produce a
contradiction by using the identies (4–7). In order to do this
we note that:
1. The four observables on each of the five lines of the star

are mutually commuting.
2. The product of the four observables on every line except

the horizontal is equal to +1.
3. The product of the four observables on the horizontal line

is equal to -1.
The point of the three sentences above is that every line in
the star can be considered as a set of compatible operators,
hence they should be able to be performed simultaneously.
With the assumption of noncontextuality this would imply
that every observable above should be compatible. How-
ever, since the values assigned to any mutually commuting
sets of observables must obey any identities satisfied by the
observables themselves, the values assigned to product of
the observables on the horizontal line must be equal to -1,
while that assigned to the products of the remaining lines
must be equal to 1. This means that the product over all five
lines must in turn be equal to -1. However, this is impossi-
ble; each observable appears at the intersection of two lines,
which means that its value appears twice in the product over
all lines, hence the product must be equal to +1.

This means that it is not possible to assign values to ev-
ery operator in the star simultaneously, even though each
individual line commutes. We cannot assume noncontex-
tual outcomes in quantum theory; the measurement being
performed simultaneously with another observable can in-
fluence the result even if it commutes. This is particularly
interesting since if we average over all of the other observ-
ables (deeming them irrelevant) we regain a probability for
a particular operator that agrees across all lines of the star
(Mermin 1993).

This result that observables are contextual is not actually
particularly mysterious, in chosing a measurement orienta-
tion the potentially unlimited set of possible measurements
is significantly narrowed. What this result does imply (and
Bohr would have claimed long ago) is that particles cannot
be considered as things that already have a set of pre-existing

attributes that we simply measure; it is only if this assump-
tion is held that the contradiction occurs.

This is not a surprising result to anyone who has been
working in a field that habitually deals with complex sys-
tems where an act of measurement can actively influence,
not just the system being measured, but the result itself. A
cynic might claim that it is only physicists who could realis-
tically be expected to be surprised by this result. Physics is
one of the few fields that has traditionally investigated sys-
tems that can be assigned a set of pre-existing, noncontextual
variables.

However, as Bell himself pointed out, there is no reason
to actually expect a system to display such noncontextual
behaviour:

“The result of an observation may reasonably de-
pend not only on the state of the system (including hid-
den variables) but also on the complete disposition of
the apparatus” (Bell 1966)

Indeed, the only fields where such an expectation ever actu-
ally emerged were those that are now identified as the ‘hard’
sciences such as physics and chemistry. Almost every other
field of human knowledge has been grappling with problems
of contextuality, generally since its inception. Consider for
example the problems encountered very quickly by anthro-
pologists when they attempted to understand and to describe
completely new cultures. The origin of this dilemma appears
straightforward within the current discussion; almost every
other field of scientific inquiry appears to be concerned with
complex systems, often with those exhibiting high-end com-
plexity. Indeed, it is something of a miracle that we were
able to understand as many systems as we can using the cur-
rent reductionistic and noncontextual methodologies of sci-
ence.

The above proof of the contextual nature of the quan-
tum formalism is particularly interesting as it provides an
insight into the connection between nonlocality and con-
textuality. Indeed, this proof provides a direct link be-
tween the Bell-KS proof and Bell’s nonlocality theorem,
via the GHZ thought experiment designed by Greenberger,
Horne and Zeiliger (Greenberger, Horne, & Zeilinger 1989;
Greenberger et al. 1990; Mermin 1990).

In this experimental setup, three particles are entangled in
the following special state:

|GHZ〉 =
|000〉+ |111〉√

2
. (8)

they are then separated, but cannot be thought of as entirely
independent. In fact, the state (8) means that if one detec-
tor reveals a spin up result |0〉, then so must all the others
(as long as they are all consistently aligned). This particular
experimental arrangement allows us to convert a contextual-
ity result into a Bell-type theorem, and the way in which
the two sets of theorems intersect is particularly interest-
ing. In converting to a Bell’s theorem type argument, the
assumption of general noncontextual behaviour is replaced
with the assumption that noncontextual outcomes can be ex-
pected when the apparati measuring different variables are
spread over large (spacelike) distances. Intuitively this ap-
pears to be a reasonable assumption; in the absence of some



form of action at a distance there is no reason to suppose that
the outcome in one region will depend upon the orientation
of the measurement apparatus in another.

With this new scenario figure 2 takes on a very specific
meaning. Re-examining it, we see that all of the non-
horizontal lines represent simple products of local observ-
ables. That is, they represent measurements that can be
performed upon a single isolated spin-1

2 particles and then
combined via straight multiplication. When an entire line is
examined this means that we might reasonably expect that
each measurement could sensibly be performed upon each
separate particle without affecting the results obtained at the
other measurement sites if the system could be separated
into its local subsystems. Thus, for each of these observ-
ables, the assumption that a value can be assigned to an op-
erator as the result of performing a measurement without
reference to the value assigned to the other operators is jus-
tified not by the assumption of noncontextuality, but by the
somewhat stronger assumption of locality. However, when
we look at the horizontal line we see that each of the four
operators represents a non-local observable where a mea-
surement is performed upon each particle simultaneously.
While this is slightly worrying, all four nonlocal observables
commute with each other, hence would traditionally be con-
sidered compatible. For example,

[σ1
xσ

2
xσ

3
x,σ

1
yσ

2
yσ

3
x] (9)

= σ1
xσ

2
xσ

3
x × σ1

yσ
2
yσ

3
x − σ1

yσ
2
yσ

3
x × σ1

xσ
2
xσ

3
x (10)

= 0 (11)

where we have made use of the equalities (4)–(7) to rear-
range the second term such that both terms are equivalent,
quickly giving a zero. This means that according to standard
quantum theory we should be able to assign an eigenvalue to
each observable, however, doing this gives a contradiction.
Hence a conceptual link is provided between Bell’s nonlo-
cality result and the contextuality results. More details of
this can be found in (Mermin 1993).

Within this understanding we quickly see that nonlocality
is just contextual behaviour spread over a spacelike distance.
Thus, nonlocality can quite sensibly be considered as an ef-
fect resulting from the overarching result of contextuality;
it is contextual dependence that drives the weird, and very
useful, effects of quantum mechanics.

Given that the quantum formalism does appear to be ex-
tremely good at describing contextual behaviour, we can
start to investigate the different kinds of contextual, or quan-
tum interactions that can be well modelled by the quantum
formalism. Two broad categories present themselves:

Controllable interactions are those where an observer can
actively choose measurement settings and influence the
system under study in well-defined ways. They can be
represented in the quantum formalism by the standard
measurement framework. In contrast to the problems
faced by quantum theory with the measurement problem,
in this situation the observer specifies when the measure-
ment occurs and what form it takes, causing an active col-
lapse of the system which may or may not have a random

outcome depending upon the form of the system before-
hand.

Non-controllable interactions are those where a system
represented by the quantum formalism interacts with an-
other contextual system, forming a larger entangled state
in the process. This process is much less amenable to con-
trol via an observer, and would represent situations where
extra variables, perhaps not even known, are introduced
into the evolution of a complex system.

measuring
apparatus

non−controllable
interaction

cx   φ x iciΨ=Σ   φ 
i

controllable
interaction

Ξ
Ψ⊗Ξ

Figure 3: Two broad categories of contextual, or quantum
interaction can be clearly extracted from the quantum for-
malism; controllable and non-controllable.

It is worth emphasising that while those working on the
foundations of quantum theory are plagued by the differ-
ence between these two forms of interaction3 those working
at applying quantum theory to systems traditionally consid-
ered as classical can quickly find a very clear understanding
of the difference. This point suggests that a new realistic
interpretation of quantum mechanics can be formulated and
the next section shall start to sketch out its form.

So what is quantum mechanics (really)
modelling?

There appear to be a number of applications of quantum the-
ory beyond its traditional domains, indeed, many of them are
now gathered under the rubrik of quantum interaction (Bruza
et al. 2007). At this point it seems sensible to pose the
question: ‘Just what is quantum mechanics actually mod-
elling?’ If the field of quantum interaction is to flourish, it
must be able to answer such questions. In fact, it may be
that a number of the currently unresolved (and apparently
unresolvable) problems associated with the interpretation of
quantum theory could be answered by a serious investiga-
tion of the reason why quantum theory apparently can model
macroscopic systems, and of just which macroscopic sys-
tems it can model.

A number of workers appear to be closing in upon such
an investigation (Aerts et al. 2000; Khrennikov 2007b;
Abramsky & Coecke 2004; Kitto 2006; 2007; 2008), but at
this point we might look at the general structure of quantum
theories in order to start asking why they are more broadly
applicable than has traditionally been assumed to be the
case. The general form of all quantum theories is illustrated
in figure 4.

At its most general, a quantum theory might simply be
considered as a set of procedures for moving from some well

3Indeed the quantum measurement problem can be seen to
spring from this difference.
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Figure 4: The structure of quantum theories. Any quantum
theory takes some form of number, quantizes it, evolves it,
and then measures the outcome (although we physicists very
rarely actually do this).

understood classical model to a quantum model which actu-
ally matches the results that are gained experimentally, but
is less well understood philosophically. All quantum theo-
ries take some form of number, ‘quantize’ it via some ad hoc
procedures, evolve it via a time evolution equation, and then
‘measure’ the result. Generally the problems of interpreta-
tion facing quantum theory stem from the transition from
a classical representation to a quantum one (the quantizing
step) and then back again (the measuring step), and these
problems are indicative of the procedural nature of our un-
derstanding of these theories; we do not as yet understand
the dynamics of such systems.

However, in the field of quantum interaction many of the
traditional epistemic issues of quantum theory are no longer
relevant. For example observers can unproblematically be
attributed a special status in a theory whose domain of ap-
plication does not include the entire Universe. Indeed, many
of the problematic aspects of interpretation can become pos-
itive new features of a theory that seeks to describe the con-
textual behaviour of complex systems. For a different ex-
ample we might return to the high-end complex problem of
modelling semantic structure mentioned above. The concept
of a wavefunction collapse via ‘measurement’ can possibly
become quite straightforward in this picture; it can be seen
as the ‘collapse’ of a word meaning onto a particular sense
from a variety of possibilites when a suitable context, in the
form of a sentence, is provided. This process, and some of
its possible implications will be discussed in detail in an-
other paper in this volume (Bruza et al. 2008).

Generally, we have seen in this paper the variety of ways
in which the quantum formalism can be naturally extended
to the modelling of complex systems displaying contextual
behaviour. This is a theme which serves to unify the no-
tion of quantum interaction, and to explain why the quan-
tum formalism can be used in such a manner, but a question
naturally arises from such a theme, namely, is the quantum
formalism sufficient in the modelling of such systems?

A number of possible new behaviours immediately
present themselves. For example, we might ask what forms
of time evolution are possible? Is it generally Schrödinger

based, or are there completely different mechanisms? Also,
the possibility that there might be such a thing as a partial
collapse arises. In this case an entangled state would col-
lapse down onto a subset of the original basis, rather than
one state alone. Clearly much work needs to be done here,
but there is a possibility that the quantum formalism may
need to be significantly extended in order to deal with very
complex systems.

Conclusions
Nonlocality is not the only interesting effect of quantum the-
ory. In fact, nonlocality can be seen as falling within the
broader concept of contextuality. However, contextuality is
not a phenomenon unique to quantum theory alone, indeed
many fields of inquiry have been grappling with systems ex-
hibiting contextual behaviour since their inception, a prob-
lem that generally leads to their designation as complex. As
one of the few formalisms capable of incorporating contex-
tual outcomes, quantum theory is uniquely positioned as a
descriptor of contextual behaviour. Once this perspective is
adopted, a number of new opportunities for the quantum in-
teraction community arise; wherever a very complex system
is defying standard reductive techniques there is an possibil-
ity that the quantum formalism may provide a way forward.

Finally, it is a very dear hope that the quantum interaction
community potentially has a very important role as a clar-
ifier for the somewhat murky debate surrounding the foun-
dations of quantum theory. In attempting to apply the quan-
tum formalism well beyond its traditionally designated role
many new questions present themselves, and these might
seem insurmountable initially, however, we must keep in
mind that many issues deemed predominantly philosophical
in the foundations of quantum theory debate assume a far
more scientifically approachable nature within the field of
quantum interaction. Indeed there is a possibility that much
data already exists here, we simply need to find it in systems
exhibiting high-end complexity.
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